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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT!
Dear Norfolk Austin Seveneers,
First of all I would like to make what I consider to be a fantastic announcement. Wing Commander Ken Wallis, M.B.E.
has done us the honour of accepting the position of President of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club. I feel very humble that a
man of Ken Wallis’s fame and reputation has agreed to join us. All of you
will know of his leading roll in the development of the autogyro and for
holding so many autogyro world records for such long periods. But you
may not be aware, that back in the late 1930s, Ken built three Austin
Seven Specials, culminating in his unique, rather long, double ‘A’ framed
chassised Austin 7 Special of 1938. Ken will be our Guest of Honour at
the club’s December Dinner, accompanied by his daughter Vicky.

Wing Commander Ken Wallis, M.B.E., with
Ken Wallis in his third Austin 7 Special, which he made in 1938, using NA7C Chairman Jim Blacklock and Little
Nellie, during the visit with Cambridge
two A7 “A” frames. The registration number was JE 4694, and if
A7&VVC to Reymerston Hall in May 2007.
anyone knows of where it is now, please contact Jim Blacklock.
We are coming towards the year end of 2007, the year when I do hope that you were able to appropriately “Enjoy Your A7 in
07!” The NA7C’s Membership Number has advanced upwards over the year to 084, (though we lost five members through
non-renewal and passing on), with actual member numbers (including spouses, partners or named family member) reaching
148 and the number of Austin Sevens owned by members over the year topping out at 105. All these figure indicate that we
have a pretty healthy club, and with Austin Sevens still coming out into the light of day after a lengthy hibernation, I think
that it can only get bigger.
However, as you will all be aware, since I founded the club, which will be three years ago come January, I have been the only
member of the Club’s Committee, carrying out the functions of Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, Membership Secretary, etc.
etc.. In some ways it has been very convenient to have such short and agreeable Committee Meetings of one person. But we
must look to the future of the club, and think about what might happen if I were to “fall over” again, bearing in mind that I
have already had one heart attack on Boxing Day 2003, but was thankfully, as it happened whilst I was visiting my cousins in
Essex, for “road-kill lunch” (they are very careful with their pennies!). Fortunately I was able to get a service and re-bore
pretty quickly at the London Chest Hospital. But if something similar were to happen again, the likelihood is that your
Norfolk Austin Seven Club may close down, because it is all reliant on just one person running it. This very situation
happened in Norfolk, not so long ago, when the Dereham Old Car Club, that Graham Arnold was running by himself,
collapsed when he suddenly had a heart attack and sadly died. Therefore, in the interests of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club, I
do not think that this situation of a “one-man-committee” can carry on any longer. Looking around at other Austin Seven
Clubs, they normally have a Chairman, a Secretary, a Treasurer, a Membership Secretary, an Editor, plus two or three other
Committee Members to run their club. Therefore, at the AGM in January 2008, I am proposing that we must elect a proper
committee. As I understand how I have set the Club up, I am quite happy to be the Club Chairman, to advise the other Club
officers, but I am not planning to cover any of the other duties, as after three years, I am feeling rather weary and others need
to share in the running of YOUR CLUB. As a result of my experience, I am also proposing that any Club Official only
holds any position for three years, in order to get new ideas coming through for the benefit of the Club. Please do not
misunderstand me, and think that I am saying that no one else has done anything for the NA7C, because that is not the case
and I could not have done the job of setting up and running the club without your support and help, but now the time has
come for others to stand up and share the responsibilities and the duties. Therefore I am letting you all know this now, so that
you have time to think about what you can do for your Club next year, how you can get more involved and in doing so, get
more out of it. Please be assured that I do not intend to carry on doing the duties of Club Secretary, Club Treasurer and
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Newsletter Editor, Membership Secretary, Regalia Secretary etc after January 2008. So if you want the Norfolk Austin Seven
Club to continue giving you the benefits that it gives you now, and more benefits in the future, to help you enjoy your Austin
Seven, then I would urge you to come along to the AGM, discuss the situation and vote for your Club Committee while you
have the chance to do so. Whilst I am on the subject of the running of the NA7C, I would like to assure our members that I
can see no reason to increase the Membership Subscription from the current £12.00 per annum.
Now onto less serious items. I personally have enjoyed being out on the road once again in an Austin Seven, experiencing
the little idiosyncrasies of the car, including leaking floor panels, glimmering headlights, rattling doors, independent steering
and optional braking, but I firmly believe that it is this sort of quirkiness that improves our driving skills by making us think
ahead – miles ahead in some cases!
Finally, the time for our December Dinner is fast approaching, and you will find details and the booking form at the end of
this newsletter. The previous two dinners have been enjoyed by those who came along, and if the reasonably priced carvery
menu and convivial company were not enough, we will once again be giving out a Christmas Gift of a box of chocolates and
holding another raffle (so please do not forget to bring your particular prizes along for that!), plus the company of our
honoured guest, Wing Commander Ken Wallis and his daughter.

Jim B

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MEETING POINTS
The monthly Noggin and Natters have, as ever, generated their usual convivial atmosphere over the last few months. It was
particularly nice to Henry at the August Meeting, after his recent heart valve replacement operation, although he was still
under doctors orders not to put any strain on the chest staples by taking the dog for a walk or doing any lifting; instructions
which Jennifer was making sure that he adhered to, even if it meant more work for her. At the August meeting Jamie and
Karen Rogerson, Roger and Sue Harnor, as well as Bob Carey decided to eat at the Parson Woodford prior to joining in the
Natter with their Noggin and they enjoyed the experience. David Charles came along a bit later and joined us with a plate of
chips, which I personally though were very tasty!!
Also at the August Meeting, Charles Levien told us that his daughter Rose was going to be attempting to swim the English
Channel on the following Saturday, in aid of an orphanage in Zimbabwe, where they look after about 500 children (parents
victims of Aids), and she is raising money for them to get a reliable source of drinking water - probably a new well. She had
raised over £3000 up until then, but Charles collected a further £51 from NA7C members that evening. Charles was
accompanying her in the support boat. I heard from Charles on the following Monday that Rose had succeeded in swimming
the Channel in 13hours 24 minutes, and Charles is obviously very proud of her. I suggested that the NA7C should make a
donation to Rose’s funds at the end of the year as it was an excellent achievement and would seem to me to be a very
worthwhile cause. Any other members who would like to make a personal donation can contact Charles on 01362-684296.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
OUT AND ABOUT WITH THE AUSTIN SEVENS
Wednesday 4th July. Suffolk Austin Seven “Best Car Night”.
As I was down in the area of Woolpit during the afternoon for personal reasons, I planned to pop in to the meeting of the
Suffolk Branch of the Essex Austin Seven Club, held at the Swan Inn, Woolpit and have a pint with them as well as monitor
the proceedings of their “Best Car Night”, which was to be judged by the pub’s next-door-neighbour, Mr Ian Lavender of
Dad’s Army and Eastenders acting fame. Susan and I were invited to have supper at the home of an old college friend, Dave
and Jacqui, who just happened to live in the village, after which Dave and I drove up to the Swan and met Graham Baldock
and the other members of the Suffolk Austineers, who
introduced us to Mr Lavender. There were also a group
of Morris Dancers lurking in their full regalia outside the
pub entrance, waiting to jig-their-stuff for a pint or two.
I pointed out to the lead dancer that because of the
gathering of Herbert’s cars, that night they would not be
Morris Dancers but would be “Austin Dancers”, which
was accepted with good grace. As there was no real
space outside the front of the pub, we put up a couple of
beer crates in the road at either end of the dancing area,
and cars wanting to proceed to cruise down the High
Street had to turn round and find an alternative route or
go the wrong way around the one-way-system!
Ian was then called on to make his choice of the Best
Austin Seven parked outside the pub, and he was
Ian Lavender presents the Best Austin Seven to
escorted around the four entrants by Graham and under a
Nick Gray and his grandson.
large A7OC umbrella. After due consideration, Ian
chose Nick Gray’s Box Saloon, because it “had the best letterbox” (i.e. it had a nicely polished footwell air vent!!), and
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presented the silver salver to Nick and his grandson. I suggested that Ian might like to go for a ride in the winning car,
which he readily agreed and nipped into the pub to get his wife to join him in the experience. They both came back with
large grins on their faces and intimated that they might consider buying an Austin Seven after they had completed their
imminent house moving. It was a jolly evening, albeit somewhat damp.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————

YE 6

By Hamish Alger

No, not a desirable number plate!! It was the logo of the 6th Yorkshire Experience and Anne and I have been on five of
them! Held every other year and based on the village of Darley, in Nidderdale, North Yorkshire. The joint organisers are
Dave and Maggie Dickinson of Darley, and Vera and Barry Harvey of the 750MC.
This year’s “experience” is now over, and YE 6 is only a memory, but I would like to share with you a little of it’s
discoveries, it’s pleasures and it’s difficulties. Yorkshire is of course “God’s Country” and North Yorkshire is particularly
wonderful. The Dales, the Abbeys, the Stately Homes, moors, mountains, villages, streams, rivers and the Pennines all add
up to a memorable “experience” for those taking part in the rally – all in company of existing friends, and like minded
people who will soon become your friends! The next “Experience” will probably (and hopefully! Editor) be in 2009 and one
is usually given least a year’s notice.
Getting involved goes like this……. as soon as you hear about the next impending Yorkshire Experience you apply and wait
to hear that your application has been accepted, before you book your accommodation (self catering cottage, B & B or Pub).
The rally starts with a welcome at Dave and Maggie’s home, and you receive your rally routes. Every day we travel an
average of 100 miles and include visits to places such as Newby Hall (where this year we joined in a car rally for some 1300
cars!!) On one day we had a run to the three highest mountains in Yorkshire (Pen-y-Ghent, Whernside and Ingleborough)
and on another day a run to the Forest of Bowland. Anne and I opted out of the Wednesday set run and visited York for the
day. On the Thursday we were at Barnard Castle and on the Friday we toured around Castle Howard. The rally is not for
the faint hearted and both man (or woman!) and machine can be severely tested, as the roads encountered are for using your
car to it’s most enjoyable and sometimes challenging, as some of the routes take you up and down some rather steep inclines
(1 in 4, 5 or 6!!), fording water splashes, round tight hairpin bends, tiny narrow roads, some gated as well as the rumbling
cattle grids. In terms of difficulty we rate it much higher than our forthcoming Austin Seven trip to Alsace and the Black
Forest in August.
So what will a Yorkshire Experience do for you? You will make new friends, learn a lot about your car ( and you
companion!), give you courage and ability to take 7 to places you only dreamt of and you will see such wonderful scenery
that will take your breath away.
If you are not thoroughly put off by all this and wish to know more, please contact me and I’ll do my best to help you.
(Home Tel: 01502-574097).

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Sunday 29th July. Steam & Transport Exhibition, Potter Heigham Village Hall.
The title of this event was I think a little misleading, as instead of full size traction engines etc, there were display setups of
model railways and their rolling stock inside the village hall, and outside in various marquees there were more train and
rolling stock scale models with other scale models of ships.
This was the first event of its type to be held at Potter
Heigham, being organised by the same group of people
who look after the running of the Mid-Norfolk Railway and
the various Special Events that are held at the various
stations on the Wymondham to Dereham and North
Elmham Line during the year. (It should not be confused
with the annual “Midas Country Fair” at the village hall,
run by the Midas Group who support various charities for
the James Paget Hospital, which I understand is rather
chaotic and disorganised.) We were the only car club there,
perhaps because the Worstead Rally was also being held on
the same day, but which I was unaware of until a couple of
days before. So the five Austin Seven cars, plus a couple of
Fergie 20 tractors and a half scale shepherds caravan were
the only full size attractions, so we were very much the
novelty. The public visitors showed a lot of interest and
curiosity about our cars, which was very gratifying. It was
And Colin’s car attracting our interest.
very much a 1950’s/60’s village fete type atmosphere,
which was most relaxing, so we were able to gather our picnic seats around the table and have a good chat, with us chaps,
from time to time gathering around one or other of the cars to inspect it’s finer points or offer our thoughts on particular
running problems. It was also a chance to unfurl the latest club sail banner, with thanks to Roy for his sponsorship gathering
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technique. The icing on the cake was the rare sunshine –
though I must admit that the excess of which I was
suffering from the next day, with the neighbour referring to
my “ruddy glowing face”(Such a quaint Norfolk
expression!!!).
My thanks to Rick and Cherry, Roy and Carol, Colin and
Mossy, Jamie and Karen for coming along in their Austin
7s and joining Susan and myself for a very enjoyable day.

The line-up of Austin Sevens attracting public interest.

Next year the event will be held on 20th July, so as not to
clash with the Worstead Rally, and we have been invited
back as the only car club there. The event’s organisers
want to maintain the 50’s/60’s atmosphere and do not want
it to become too big for the space that they have. We are
also being invited to join in a gathering of old cars at one
of the stations on the mid-Norfolk Railway next year
(hopefully with a free return train ride!).

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Sunday 26th August. Kings Lynn Lions Norton Hill Light
Railway Charity Weekend, at Snettisham. John Groom’s
Kings Lynn Lions Club, once again had invited the NA7C to
join them for their Charity Event, raising money for various
good causes. Susan and I loaded up Miss Cheeseright and
headed westward, hoping to navigate the back roads on the
way. However, we missed the sign post in Reepham and
ended up back on the A1067 heading towards Fakenham,
which was not so bad as Morrisons provide their excellent
comfort break once again! We surprised ourselves by
arriving at Norton Hill by about 12 mid-day and observed the
ATC setting up the various stalls, whilst the weekend’s
railway enthusiasts got the narrow gauge steam engines
warmed up. Rick and Cherry arrived not long after us in
their Box Saloon, and we parked our cars on the newly cut
Getting the steam engine ready for pulling the public.
patch of the meadow. We had just got the chairs out when
John Groom arrived with Pongo (which you will recall from
the last Natter, was Nick Walmsley’s first Austin 7), on it’s trailer. As soon as the train was open to paying passengers,
Susan and I bought a ticket to ride down the side of the meadow and around the wild wood, past the Teddy Bears picnic,
through a tunnel and over a viaduct and back to the station, where the engine was turned around on a turn-table ready for the
next trip. I think that someone told me that the track was one kilometre in length, which is jolly good for a private train set.
We enjoyed browsing through the second-hand books and CDs, picking up some bargain reading and listening material.
The Mencap cake stall provided their excellent goodies once again. After the event closed down at about 4pm, the
exhibitors were given a free ride on the train, so Susan and I had another go, but this time I was still emptying the cinders
from my shirt when I got home!! The drive home was back onto the A148 to Fakenham, then the A1067 to Taverham,
negotiating the canyon back road through the Ringland Hills and onto the A47 Norwich Bypass, and so home to Acle. The
total mileage was 122, and for most of the way on the main roads Miss Cheeseright was trundling along at a good 50mph,
and indicating about 55 on the Norwich Bypass, but we were still too late to catch “Last of the Summer Wine”!
Incidentally, petrol consumption is averaging out at about 40mpg, though oil consumption is about 100 mpp!

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
th

27 August, Bank Holiday Monday
The Aldridge Aviation Amble
Miss Cheeseright’s first stop of the morning was the local petrol
station, in order to take advantage of the EDP petrol token. Then it
was off along the back roads North-East of Norwich, heading for
Horsham St Faith and the City of Norwich Aviation Museum,
which we reached before it opened. As we were only planning to
meet Colin and the other Austin Sevens there as the start of
Aldridge’s Aviation Amble to the Air Defence Radar Museum at
Neatishead, Susan and I were not too bothered. However, we had
not been there too long before a chap arrived in his campervan and
opened up the gates to let us in. I explained why we were there and
he suggested that we might like to end a future road-run at the
A7s ready for departure from Norwich Airport.
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Aviation Museum, park the cars under the sheltering wing of their Avro Vulcan, tour the museum and take refreshments in
their cafe – so there is one run for next year sorted. Rick and Cherry arrived not long after, followed by Colin in his red A7
Box, Nick in his Chummy and Trisha and Dave in their Chummy.
After a chat and Colin had handed out the route to the radar bunker that he and Mossy had worked out, we once again
headed out into the back roads of Broadland, visiting Coltishall and Hoveton on our way. As the route proved to pass right
past Nick’s front door, he stopped off for his lunch, whilst the rest of us waited until we arrived at the Radar Museum before
feasting on our packed lunches; apart from Dave who actually succumbed to one of the canteen hot sausage roll under the
beady eye of the museum guide who was giving us our introduction briefing at the start of the tour. We were then taken into
a reconstruction of the 1940 Battle of Britain Operations Room, and the
guide told us how radar had started, by using the “Chain Home” radar
station system, consisting of three tall metal pylons with wires strung
between them, which sent out the radio signals and the reflected signals
were picked up by a wire array strung between four tall wooden pylons.
These reflected signals were fed into the Ops Room, where they were
interpreted and the position of the incoming planes were indicated by
WAAFs placing coloured counters on the plotting table. Fighter aircraft
were then scrambled and guided to intercept the enemy aircraft in the
indicated sector, with their positions being plotted on the table and the
radio messages of the pilots coming over the loudspeaker on the wall.
One of the WAAF Plotters in the 1942
The draw back of this system was that because the pylons were static,
Operations Room
the radar could only look in one direction.
The next advance was having a rotating radar aerial, which
transmitted the radio signal and received back the reflected signal.
This system had been developed by 1942, and how it operated was
explained to us in the mock up of an Operation Room of that year.
Then it was on to the original Cold War Operations Room. It was
from this room that Britain monitored what the USSR was doing
in its attempt to send spying aircraft missions into our airspace
during the period of the Cold War and it was still in round the
clock use up until 1993, when the advance in digital technology
and computers had caused a whole new operation room to be built
in an underground bunker, which is still in operation to this day.
It was from that bunker that the recent incursion of U.K. airspace
by Russian Federation bombers monitored and their interception
by RAF Tornado fighters was controlled from – we were not
The Cold War Operations Room.
shown that room for some reason! The Cold War Ops Room is
just as it was after the last shift of radar monitors left in 1993 and the next shift took over their duties in the new bunker.
Incidentally, the radar station at Neatishead was a top secret up until the 1990s, and did not appear on any maps. On 16th
February 1966, a fire broke out in the original underground Command Bunker, but the local Fire Brigade were not aware of
the existence of the radar station and they had to be guided in by Aircraftmen standing out in the road to show them the
entrance! To bring the fire under control the bunker had to be filled with water, and I understand that the fire continued for
some time after because of the flammability of the
plastics in use then. Unfortunately two of the
civilian fire brigade were killed in trying to
control the fire, one of them being the husband of
a near neighbour of mine, which rather brings
these events of the past, home to me. After Russia
came out from it’s Communist State, one of their
ex-generals came over to Britain with a briefcase
full of Soviet maps of the UK, which they had
made in preparation for invading and taking over
our country. These maps are surprisingly very
detailed, so it is quite frightening just how much
the Russians spies had fed back to Moscow over
the years. Two of these Soviet maps are hung on
the corridor wall of the museum and they look just
like Ordinance Survey maps of the Norfolk
Broads, but then you realise that all the writing is
in Russian!! However they do not show any
Seven Sevens line up at Gladden House at the end of the road run. indication of the Neatishead Radar Station, so
some secrets were even kept from the Soviets - as
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well as us!!!
That was the end of the guided tour and we were then able to look around the other exhibits, including Douglas Bader’s
lucky mascot rabbit, which was a most odd colour – must have been scared silly by his driving! When we emerged into the
outside world of normality, it was to find that the number of Austin Sevens parked inside the perimeter gate had increased
from 5 to 7, as we had been joined by Jim and Sue Hunt in their RP Saloon, and by recently new members Peter and Mary
Nicholls in their grey ARR Ruby. Whilst the others departed on the final part of the route, Susan and I waited for Peter and
Mary to finish their guided tour of the museum, in order to guide them to Colin and Mossy’s home at Barton Turf, for tea
and an excellent spread of food, which Mossy had been preparing for our arrival. It was during this time that we noticed a
bright yellow Tiger Moth biplane flying overhead, and we realised that 007 David Wall was up aloft once more
photographing the Barton Turf Regatta and possibly us in our Austin Sevens. I found out later that he had not noticed us, as
he was too busy flying his aeroplane contraption – they won’t catch on you know!!
The weather was sunny and warm for a change, the route was along very Austin 7 type roads, the museum visit was really
very interesting, the company was happy and buzzy, the work put in by Colin and Mossy in devising the route was great and
their hospitality was stupendous. So thank you Colin and Mossy for a great day, and thank all you who came along on the
day and joining in and making it worthwhile. Next year it is hoped that there will be a road run in the Broads area, ending at
the Norwich Aviation Museum, but we need a volunteer to organise it.
Since Colin and Mossy’s Road Run, I received an email from Tricia and Dave Rix, telling me how much they had enjoyed
the day driving their in their Chummy around the back-roads of the Broads, so much so that they have offered to do a Road
Run next year around their neck of Norfolk, and on behalf of the club, I have readily accepted, so that should be two Club
Runs in 2008. Any more offers out there?

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
nd

Sunday 2 September. NA7C Rally / Police Gala, Royal Norfolk Showground.
The day broke with a promise of a rare fine day, which would be a change from last year’s Gazebo Gathering at the Police
Gala, when the wind was blowing such a hooley of a gale that we had to beg some 5ft stakes from the car club next to us,
bang them in securely and tie the gazebo down to them with some of my old socks!! So after loading Miss Cheeseright with
the gazebo, 5ft stakes, fold up table and chairs, prize mugs, paperwork and sandwiches, I cranked her up, and with Susan
ensconced in the remaining space, I pointed the Austin arrowhead along the A47 to the Showground and arrived there at 8am,
only to find Rick and Cherry waiting for us on our allotted bit of turf.
This year our site had an old telegraph pole sticking out of it, so we tied the gazebo to it just in case the wind tried to sneak up
on us. Not long after we had worked out how to arrange the banners and Austin Sevens, the first of them started to arrive. A
dozen car owners had told me that they were coming along, but by about 10am we had twenty two cars lined up for the
paying public, with Nick W arriving in Jason, his Chummy, in the early afternoon after doing his church organ duties. So to
say that I was chuffed would be an understatement.
It was good to see such a range of Austin Seven cars represented, from David Lobb’s very pretty looking Swallow Saloon,
and David Wall’s rorty red Ulster acting as a focal point, with various open radiator early Sevens lined up to the left of the
gazebo and the cowled radiator later Sevens lined up on the other side. On the subject of the later Austin Sevens present, it
must be said that John Wright’s “barn find” ARQ Ruby attracted a lot of attention, and very nearly went home with a silver
mug.
Much to Roy Clarke’s surprise, the daughter of the previous owner of
his Big Seven came along and had a chat with him, recounting tales
of journeys that her parents enjoyed in the car.
Geoffrey Hunter told me how the previous week he had had trouble
getting the passenger door of his Ruby to close properly. So he
decided to investigate further, and after removing the interior door
panel was horrified to discover that most of the timber frame had
been eaten away by woodworm!! He was able to effect a temporary
repair in order to come along for the day, but was already lining up a
relation to provide him with some new woodwork. So if your door
feels a bit flimsy, check out that the framework is still complete and
that you have not been giving rides to uninvited hitch-hikers.

Geoffrey Hunter’s hitch-hikers lunch to go.

It was nice that the Secretary of the 750MC-Norfolk Centre, Richard Young, came over to have a look and was very
impressed with the number of Austin Sevens that we had on display.
I talked to the organiser of the Police Gala afterwards and he told me that there were 30-35,000 paying visitors on the day,
with 60 car clubs, exhibiting an average of 20 cars per site, plus another 700 cars on the BBC Radio Norfolk Old Car Rally,
which are quite impressive figures. So there was plenty to see around the grounds, if you had the time. It was reckoned that
about £5,000 was raised directly for charities by the organisers, with an estimated further £15,000 raised by individual
charities around the site. So not only did we have a jolly enjoyable day, but others, less fortunate than us also benefited from
the day.
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A few of the photographs taken at the Rally.

John Hazell is either praying that the Ulster replica he is
currently building will turn out as good as David Wall’s
original Ulster, or he has just been checking where those
peculiar brackets that he has just bought actually go!
Which ever it is John, we are looking forward to seeing the
fruits of your labours on the road soon.

John Wright’s Barn-Find Ruby

John “Chalkie” White’s Winning Opal

Tricia & Dave Rix’s Winning Chummy, next to
Dave & Karen Whitton’s Millicent

NA7C’s very own
Fred & Ginger
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Those who joined us at the Police Gala for the Norfolk Austin Seven Club Rally were as follows:Year Austin 7 Model
Reg No.
Owner
NA7C #
1926 AD Tourer
MK 8945
Tricia & Dave Rix
053
1931 EA Sports Ulster
GO 3448
David Wall
007
1931 RL Saloon
GO 3749
John Groom
054
1931 Swallow Saloon
SU 2726
David Lobb
SA7C
1932 RL Saloon
LG 6090
Dave & Karen Witton
075
1932 RN Saloon
EV 6429
Robert Carey
074
1933 RP Saloon
KSV 990
Rick & Cherry Fryer
003
1933 RP Saloon
AKX 223
Michael Spinks
025
1934 RM Saloon
BPC 197
Jim & Sue Hunt
009
1934 RP Saloon
TSU 895
Colin Aldridge & Mossy Bewers
059
1934 ARQ Ruby
BMT 490
John Hazell
067
1935 ARQ Ruby
BKN 75
John Wright
076
1935 ARQ Ruby
BXK 99
Keith Wilson
Essex
1936 ARQ Ruby
BDD 272
Geoffrey Hunter
057
1936 ARR Ruby
EX 4111
Jim Blacklock & Susan Martin
001
1936 ARR Ruby
PV 2936
Chris Makepeace
050
1937 ARR Ruby
ATP 47
Martin Roper
027
1937 ARR Ruby
DKR 645
Paul & Liz Maulden
072
1937 APE Opal
BVF 397
John "Chalky" White
060
1937 Buggyd Special
CAH 331
Jamie & Karen Rogerson
080
1938 Big 7 Sixlite
FWA 989
Roy & Carol Clarke
049
1938 ARR Ruby
JR 6782
Jack Richards
065
During the day, the owners of the Austin Sevens present, and any other NA7C members who came along, were asked to vote
for which cars they considered to be the Best Square Rad Austin Seven and the Best Cowled Rad Austin Seven present,
whilst the general public were asked to vote for their favourite Austin Seven. The Silver Mug for the “Best Square Radiator
Austin Seven” was awarded to Tricia and Dave Rix for their 1926 AD Tourer, and the Silver Mug for the “Best Cowled
Austin Seven” was once again awarded to John “Chalky” White for his 1937 APE Opal. The Public Choice Silver
Mug was awarded to David Lobb for his 1931 Swallow Saloon. I hope that the winners will savour their tea whilst
drinking out of their special mug, as they polish their cars.
Thank you all for coming along and making it a very special day. Next year the Police Gala will be on the 31st August, so
please make a note in your diary and hopefully there will be more Austin Sevens there.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MY FIRST AUSTIN SEVEN
Now continuing our series about NA7C member’s initiation into Austin Seveneering, we have the story from our very own
007, David Wall.

My 1st Austin Seven for the Open Road - “Poop! Poop!”. By Mr David Wall, of Toad Hall.
In 1966, aged 16, I was looking for an Austin 7 that I could drive as
my first car. When I was 14 I had exchanged my canoe for a Box
Saloon, which I had driven hundreds of miles on an old piece of
RAF Coltishall’s wartime perimeter track, but she was in no fit state
for use on Her Majesty’s Highway. I still own her and she is at last
receiving a well earned restoration.
My search for a suitable car lasted several months, but I was
eventually pointed in the direction of a pub called The Anchor of
Hope, in Buxton Lamas. The landlord’s daughter had learnt to
drive in it and had then moved onto a modern car. The Austin
Seven had stood unused for some months by the time I first saw it.
The lack of light in the building that she stood in meant that she had
to be inspected by hand! The feel of the smooth finish suggested
original paint and no rust in the doors, scuttle or tonneau panels. I
left it to my dad to do the dealing, which went like this:Dad. “Do you want to sell the old Austin in the shed?”
Landlord. “I’ll ask my daughter.” He goes off, asks
daughter and returns. “Yes. 50 quid.”
Dad. “O.K. We’ll pick it up on Wednesday.”
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So £50 bought me EX 3444, a low mileage car, complete with toolkit, garage chart, original paintwork, gearbox cover and
the cut-out still sealed with a piece of wire and a lead disc sealed stamped LUCAS. She ran and drove beautifully, and the
interior had a pleasant and distinctive pre-war aroma.
April 22nd, 1967, my 17th birthday arrived and Josephine, as she had been named, with Dad and I aboard, and “L” plates on
display, took to the road. On the very first piece of dual carriageway in Tunstead, we saw a press photographer who we
thought had taken a picture of us. We scanned through the papers for several weeks but nothing appeared.
I loved that little car, she took me through the unforgettable summer of 1967, sporting the legend “No engine – Flower
Power” on the rear window, together with Radio Caroline stickers on the screen. Her only brush with fame was to have
Paddy McGee as a passenger. He achieved some notoriety in the 80s by planting a bomb in the Grand Hotel, Brighton!!
Josephine survived 1967 remarkably unscathed and was left garaged from 1968 until 1971, during which time hotted up
Minis and a couple of old MGs provided transport; two of theses, a 1962 Austin Cooper and a 1951 MG TD are now owned
by my son.
During 1971, 2, 3 & 4, Josephine was pressed into service for the summer months and attended Beaulieu Rallies, usually
followed by a touring camping holiday with my girlfriend Lynne. The
little car did thousands of trouble free miles and gave great pleasure.
Her paintwork was carefully flatted down and resprayed in 1972, lined
out as originally by a local signwriter, and fitted with new pressed
number plates (the originals were kept).
In 1974, the impending purchase of a house meant something had to go,
so after much thought, it was decided that Josephine would have to be
sold, whilst the MG, my Austin Seven Fabric Saloon and unrestored
Austin Seven Box would stay. I sold her to Roger Bradbury, a local car
and antique dealer, who promised to keep her for his own collection, for
£465, which was top price at that time.
The house was bought, marriage, children, move to a larger house, all
came along, plus other cars were bought, some were sold, but most were kept – some quite up-market. Own business
started, purchase of premises – the years rolled by.
Roger still owned Josephine and every couple of years or so, usually after a deal of some sort, I would phone him for a chat
and enquire as to the possibility of buying her back. The answer was always “No.”, but followed by a promise that if the day
did come, then I would have the first refusal. I had not seen her
since 1974, but always longed to have back what was to me an
important part of my life.
April 19th, 2002 Lynne telephoned me at work to say that there was
a photo of an Austin 7 in the paper, she thought that it was me
driving, and didn’t we have one registered EX something? “Down
Memory Lane” was the heading above the newspaper photo and
there was me, dad and Josephine!! It had taken 35 years for that
photograph to appear in the press!!!
I telephoned Roger and a deal was done. I did not begrudge him
his profit. She had stood unused since 1974 – 28 years under a
dust sheet! The paint was still good; the unique aroma of the
interior wafted out when the door was opened; the sticker warning
that “The windows must not be opened when travelling in excess
of 120mph” was still in place! Apart from the coat of paint applied
in 1972, she was still as she had left the factory.

The photo that took the EDP 35 years to print.
Could the road sign be a road building proposal?
Little work was required to recommission her, she drove and ran as well as ever. The original number plates were found,
restored and refitted. A missing piece of the jigsaw of my life was back in place.
For a few days we were famous when a two page spread in the EDP told the story and we appeared on Anglia TV local
news.
Often, when driving down a back-road, after dark, the mechanical parts of the car seem to sing out a tune – not Henry Hall
or Al Bowley – it is rather Procol Harem or Scott McKenzie or Status Quo or the Beatles! An old flame has been rekindled.
Thank you David for your story of your 1st Austin Seven. I am now looking for another member to let us read about
their 1st Austin Seven – please let me know who I can expect the next recollection from.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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DRIVING THEN AND NOW
As an addendum to David’s story of his first Austin Seven, my father (who is presently a hale 93 years young) reminded me
that he had included the story of his first Austin 7 in his memoir, that I had persuaded him to write and we had finished
editing in 2003. I thought that you might like to read what he had to say about it, and reflect on the difference between first
driving experiences in the early 1930s and those who start to drive now.
From Page 30 – of Gpt Capt G.B. Blacklock’s autobiography. “Half a Life, Half Remembered”
Autumn 1935 “Routine was much the same as it had been at R.A.F. Wittering. Wednesday afternoon was still nominally for
sport but active participation was not strictly enforced. On the first or second Wednesday after our arrival, I and a couple of
others went for a jog down the road towards Queensferry, when my eye was caught by an Austin 7 with a sale notice on it,
standing outside the local garage. I went back in the evening, it was still there, a 1932 saloon for, I think, £29. Well I
needed transport and I had the money, so that was it. Although I hadn't driven a car before, I had watched other people
doing so and saw no difficulty, so I paid the price and went for a practice drive in the gathering dusk; some foolhardy soul, I
think that it was Johns, came with me. Happily all went well and we took our prize back to camp without incident.”
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
HOT SEVEN
On Friday 13th July, I was contacted by a member of the A7OC, domicile to Kent, who had been recommended to contact
me by Sandy Croall. The caller’s brother-in-law, has a cousin, who has a 2nd home in Horning, Norfolk, and who had had
been left a 1929 Austin Seven Box saloon at some time, which he kept it at his Horning home, but had not put it on the road,
just starting it up occasionally and driving it around the drive.
A few weeks before, he had pushed the car out of the garage, connected up a new battery in place, put a gallon of petrol in
the scuttle mounted fuel tank (which had been empty) and started it up
the engine, preparatory to taking the grandchildren for a “ride” around
the drive. The ignition was then switched off, whilst there was a bit of
delay before the grandchildren got in the back seat of the Austin 7. The
chuffed grandfather got into the driver’s seat, started the car and
immediately the front of the car was engulfed in flames. Luckily he was
able to get the children out without any harm to them or to himself, and
the local fire brigade arrived within fifteen minutes and put the fire out.
The front half of the car was burnt out by the fire.
Bearing in mind that this car had not been licensed for use on the road
since 1992, it had therefore been unused for fifteen years. What had
caused the problem was that the metal fuel pipe from the outlet stop
The results of an un-noticed petrol leak.
cock of the fuel tank was joined to the metal feed pipe to the carburettor
by a short piece of rubber pipe, which was perished, allowing the petrol to leak out and pool in the gravel drive under the
front of the car un-noticed. As soon as the engine was started up by the starter motor, a spark had ignited the petrol vapour
and engulfed the front of the car.
So all Austin Seven owners, especially of cars with scuttle mounted petrol tanks and gravity fuel feed, should check the
flexible fuel pipe connection in the fuel system, as part of the regular
maintenance plan. But this is especially important if the car has been stored for
any length of time. Also remember to turn off the fuel tap on scuttle mounted
fuel tanks when you leave the car for any period, just in case.
One last point, make sure that your Austin Seven is covered by insurance, as it
could cost you £6,000 to get the car repaired. We may think that insuring our
Austin Seven is not needed if it is not taxed for use on the road, as was the case
with Terry’s car; but if we are likely to start it up for any reason, maybe we
should insure the car, just in case – Terry had not - and he has been an insurance
broker for forty years!
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
Over the last three months the club has gained another three new members,
which brings the tally of our current Membership Number to 082 with a total of
145 joint members currently owning 105 Austin Sevens during the month of
August.
I would like to welcome our new members:Mem. No. 080 are Jamie and Karen Rogerson, who live at Gimmingham.
Jamie is the son of …… Rogerson, who was one of the founders of the 750MCNorfolk Centre. Jamie is involved in the manufacture of car parts and
accessories, mainly for Paul Beck. Jamies and Karen currently own a 1934
Austin 7 Hamblin Cadet, two running chassis and the unique creation of his
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father, The Buggyd Special, which is a super looking shortened Austin Seven Special. Home Tel: 01263-720620. Mobile:
07786-228-880. Email: jrogerson.krogerson@virgin.net
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 081 are Roger and his son Simon. Roger lives in Lowestoft and recently bought Kevin Shortis’s 1930 RK / Top
Hat Saloon through eBay. Home Tel: 01502-732138 Mobile: 07936-729-254 Email: roger0591@btinternet.com
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 082 are Brian and Jean Barnard, of Halesworth, Suffolk who have recently acquired a 1934 RP Saloon.
Home Tel: 01986-874615. Mobile: 07852-520-565. Email: brian.barnard@tiscali.co.uk
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 083 are Fred and Wendy Lucas, of West Dereham, Norfolk. Fred has been involved with motorbikes for years
and has a 1932 BSA ‘V’ Twin Trike, he has been thinking of moving up to four wheels for a number of years when he
visited us at the Police Gala and decided to join our merry band. Fred is obviously a person who acts on his decisions,
because after he had decided that he wanted an Austin Seven to restore and enjoy, John Wright told him that David Wall had
an ARQ model that fitted the bill, he has bought the car and taken it home to sort. Home Tel: 01366-501065
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Mem. No. 084 Zita Denmark of Norwich who has a very nice and original looking ARQ Ruby. Home Tel:01603-449401
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

MEMBERS AND THEIR AUSTIN SEVENS
For this edition of the NA7TER, I have trawled back through my photo archive and retrieved a picture of Hamish Alger,
standing beside his ‘C’ Type Van Replica at the beginning of the 2002 MG Heritage Run, which started from the Asda, Gt
Yarmouth, car park. For those who are not familiar with Austin Seven vans, I think that it is pretty self evident why this
model of van is referred to as a ‘C’ Type. The inset picture sows Hamish and Anne about to brave the coolish conditions

Hamish standing beside his van before the 2002 MG Heritage Run, with the inset showing Hamish and Anne ready to
tackle the route.
and ready for the off. The van was originally built by Brian Welch and he used it many times to take him and his family of
wife Diane and their two children down to Beulieu, with their camping gear in a purpose built trailer in tow behind. Anne
and Hamish have owned this Austin Seven for 20 years, having travelled far and wide in it, including tackling the Yorkshire
Experience (which Hamish told you about earlier in this NA7TER) three times, plus three long range tours across Europe,
most recently returning from the Grapes and Gateau Tour to the Black Forest.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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Comfuser Corner
Now I know that for some of you, computers are a closed book, and to be honest I find them totally confusing at times, but
they do have a place and a use in these days in our interest for things Austin Seven. In fact it would have been more difficult
for me to have set up and run the NA7C without a confuser. Also, nearly thirty of our members take this newsletter by email
attachment, (so benefiting by being able to see the photos in full colour), and it is emailed on to twelve Austin Seven clubs
and associations. I also receive other Austin Seven club’s newsletters via email, and forward them on to ten of our
members, so that they can read about how other clubs are enjoying Herbert’s Baby. So I thought that we ought to include a
section in the NA7TER for those members who do use a computer, so that they can find out what the silicon chip has to
offer the Austin Seven owner.
One of the things that computers have made possible is ready access to a huge amount of information via the “web”, and one
service that has come into being over the last few years has been the auction phenomenon that is eBay, through which a lot
of Austin Sevens and their parts have been sold. To find out how it works and how successful it is I have asked one of our
members, Kevin Shortis, who has recently started to use eBay, to tell how he got on. Here is his story:-

Tales of an eBay virgin. By Kevin Shortis
For some time I have regularly looked at the classic cars offered on E-Bay checking both the range and the prices.
After I sold the Ruby to Jim, I was short of a petrol pump as I felt obliged to put my working pump on the Ruby and had
a pump-less Opal. So I decided to try my luck in finding a replacement pump on eBay and I entered “Austin Ruby
Pump” in “search” and one came up priced at £9.99! So I hurriedly signed up for membership and “Paypal” (their
payment system) and put in a bid, which was immediately capped. They have a system of automatic bidding, so I put a
limit of £25 on my next bid and bought the pump for £21, paid by Paypal, with the pump arriving 2 days later through
the post.
I had been planning to slim down some of my lesser used cars, for some time, but not got round to doing anything about
it, so as the eBay sales fees are low I thought I would give it a try with
selling my 1930 Austin 7 Top Hat Saloon and my 1936 Ford 10 model C.
I took a whole load of pictures with a digital camera, carefully selecting the
background and showing the cars from various angles, plus the interior and
under the bonnet. I had both cars MOT tested, licensed up and was careful
to put a good description, stressing how long I had owned them, but pointing
out they were not show cars, just nice old cars (though the 12 selected
pictures did look pretty good!). I recommended that interested purchasers
should actually view the cars. Having set the opening bidding on both cars
at £500 and I also set what I considered reasonable reserves.
Immediately they appeared on the site, there was initial interest, with several
1930 Austin 7 RK “Top Hat” Saloon
“chancers” e-mailing me to get a “buy it now” price, which some sellers
offer on some items. However, I stated the auction would continue through to the end.
Both cars were offered for 10 days, with the sale finishing on a Saturday afternoon,
when I thought there would be more people or potential purchasers around. This also
allowed 2 weekends for any viewers to make an appointment the check out the cars in
person, but only four people came to look. By the middle of the second week both cars
had met my relatively modest reserves, but progressed no further until the last hour of
the sale, when it became very hectic and the bids shot up, finishing at £4700 and £3650
respectively, both of which were very satisfactory as far as I was concerned.
The total selling costs per car for eBay were about £15 for the entry fee, which
includes the description, up to twelve
1936 Ford 10 Model C
pictures, and a sub heading. The final sale fee
was about £30, which gives a total of £45, which is less than a magazine advert.
Having got the bug, I entered my 1938 Hillman Minx (one previous owner but
not everyone’s car), using a similar technique and this sold for £3300.
Finally, in early September I decided to put my 1933 Austin Seven RP Box
Saloon, which I had purchased in 1973 and never actually used, on eBay. It was
dug out of its hibernation, we got it running and MOT tested with no problems,
and having cleaned it up I then realised that it was in fact much better than I had
thought.
I again used the same procedure and had a lot of interest. After the
1938 Hillman Minx
initial rush of chancers nothing much happened, though I had 270 people who
had marked it for special watch, where by they are notified by email of any movement in the bidding. By the middle of
the week it reached its £3000 reserve, but it was literally in the last minutes / seconds that it’s bidding price shot up to
£4100. The successful bidders had come up from Bedford to view it and had been impressed with how well it drove.
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In all cases I have requested payment by cash or cleared cheque and everything has passed off smoothly. In fact I drove
the 1930 Saloon to Lowestoft with the new owner beside me after the cheque had cleared.
I hate selling old cars as every one has different standards and I do not want agro from someone who is disappointed (I
tried to avoid Jim for weeks after he bought Miss Cheesewright) (I thought that you were being very quiet Kevin – but as
far as I was concerned, I had bought a 70 year old car, with it’s local history, and had expected it to have independent
steering and the “optional extra brakes”, but must admit that I had not experienced the tango-dancing front wheels
before!! Jim the Editor!)
eBay is great. You put your goods on display and the customer
decides what it is worth, which you either accept or reject by your
reserve. It has a very big audience and anything half tidy gets lots
of attention. I did put off a couple of potential bidders who I
thought might be unhappy with our type of car when they asked
questions such as “Does the Austin 7 have power steering or
aircon?” and “I know nothing about old cars, but if I buy it can I
drive it straight up to Glasgow?”.

1933 Austin Seven RP Box Saloon

The only problem is I might be getting addicted, as I am going to
be offering my Morris 8 and an Austin A40 Somerset on eBay,
after which I will be down to 10 cars, as I had planned. But with
empty garage space and some cash burning a hole in my pocket,
who knows what I might do next?

The secret appears to be good pictures, nice description, sensible reserve and lowish start price, 10 day sale finishing at a
weekend. Then just sit back and watch the fun.
Thank you for that report Kevin. I found it to be very interesting and may progress to selling some un-needed A7 parts on
eBay.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Useful or Interesting Websites
This is a bit more for those members who are computer linked. I thought that it would be useful to share around Websites
that are useful or interesting to our members, hopefully we will get some more suggestions from our readers for future
inclusion.
I found this site really useful when I was looking for a suitable Broadband
www.broadbandchoices.co.uk
connection.
http://pub25.bravenet.com/forum/2099944454 Austin Seven Friends forum – swap ideas with other A7 enthusiasts.
http://www.a7ca.org
Austin Seven Clubs Association – This contains the updated Austin Seven
Chassis Register, plus interesting technical articles and links to the other
Austin Seven Club websites and contact information.
http://www.austinmemories.com
Information on the Austin Factory at Longbridge
http://www.fbhvc.co.uk
Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs – we are members.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
Bryan Norfolk sent this one through to me. You will need Broadband
v=sUmbnGYXzJM&mode=related&search=
because it gives you film clips of Austin Sevens in action – really amazing.
http://www.vscc.co.uk

Vintage Sports Car Club
Austin Seven Spares Suppliers & Restorers etc.
http://www.sevenworkshop.com
Seven Workshop - Spares
http://www.7ca.co.uk
7 County Austins - Spares
http://www.a7c.co.uk/index.htm
Austin Seven Components – Spares
http://www.vintageaustinservices.co.uk
Austin Seven Services
http://www.austineers.co.uk
The Austineers - Restorers
http://www.a7restorations.co.uk
Ian Bancroft Restoration Services
http://www.roachmanufacturing.co.uk
Austin Seven bodies and coachwork
That is enough for this edition. If you have any other Austin Seven related websites for passing on to the rest of our
members, please let me know by email and they will be included in future editions.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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NA7C Car Covers.
The NA7C has recently sourced a supply of car
covers that will fit the Austin Seven Saloon.
The manufacturers claim the following:• That the cover will give protection, rain or shine,
against weathering or fading.
• That the double layer cover is completely
waterproof.
• The inner material is made from soft anti-scratch
material.
• It has elastic corners for easy and secure fitting.
• Side opening zips allow easy access to the driver
door.
• It comes complete with a waterproof storage bag.
As can be seen from the photograph of one that I
have tried out on Miss Cheeseright, it has air vents
front and back and fits the Austin Seven very well.
It also fits my 1969 Lotus Elan really well.

The club is selling these Car Covers for £36 inc VAT. Postage is not included in this price. To order your Car
Cover, give Jim a call on 01493-750805, or drop him an email on jb.na7c@tesco.net .

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Austin Seven Seat Air Cushions.
If you wish to restore the “sitting on air” feel of your Austin 7 seats, then the NA7C has tracked down a manufacturer of
modern day replacement “air bladders”. In the July edition of the Dorset Austin Seven Club, I saw a note about a modern
manufacturer of pneumatic seat cushions for Austin Seven. So I contacted the company in question, Hovercraft Consultants
Ltd, of Totton, Southampton (whose main business is making hovercraft skirts) and talked to the Managing Director, Mr
Malcolm Cox, and he has kindly provided me with the following information concerning the product.
The following is the “Description of Inflatable Car Seat Cushions by Hovercraft Consultants Ltd.
HCL manufacture replacement inflatable seat cushions for classic
vehicles. These include cars such as Austin 7s, Rileys and Lagondas.
The cushions are of two different types. Cars such as Austin 7s, have
cushions made from long tubes which are bent back and forth to form
the necessary area. Other simpler designs, are of pillow form,
constructed from two layers of material welded round the edge.
Further spot welds are then used to give a “buttoning” effect.
The material used for these cushions is 0.4mm thick un-reinforced
polyurethane film. This material, although expensive, has several
important properties.
• The film can stretch up to 80% without permanent set. The only
other elastomer that can achieve this is the un-reinforced natural rubber
that the original cushions were constructed from. The polyurethane
film can go on to a 400% extension before bursting.
• Polyurethane lends itself to reliable welding using RF (radiofrequency) welding machines.
• Polyurethane has a well known reputation for extreme abrasion
resistance.
• Polyurethane has a greater resistance to environmental degradation
(sunlight and ozone) than natural rubber.
•HCL cushions can be made as direct replacement of existing rubber
cushions for Austin 7 models or can be custom-made to dimensions
provided by the customer for any other type of car (the easiest way is to
send the old perished seat bladder to HCL and they will replicate it
their modern material). The inflation valve can be either Schrader (tyre) valves or oral inflation valves.
HCL supply their tubular type inserts to that doyen of the Austin Seven restoration industry, Brian Purves, who uses them as
part of his Austin Seven Seat Restoration Kit, and if that is what you are intending to do, then contact Brian Purves, for his
complete kit of everything that you will need to do a superb seat restoration job. His address is Applegarth, Holtye Road,
East Grinstead, W. Sussex, RH19 3PP. Tel. 01342 315 065
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However, if you just want to renew your perished original tubular type Austin Seven seat bladder, then HCL will supply at
their current prices for the tubular inserts are £55 + VAT for a front seat and £100 for a rear (double) seat. Carriage is
usually about £10 + VAT, depending on how many you order.
As an alternative to the tubular type cushion, HCL will supply a the other “buttoned” type cushion, adjusted in size to fit an
Austin Seven seat, for £35 + VAT, again with the same type of carriage charges. HCL have yet to make a “buttoned”
double rear seat for an Austin Seven, but they imagine that it would cost in the region of £68 +VAT, with again cost of
carriage being £5 + VAT.
With respect to the cost of carriage, this would only rise to £15 + VAT, if the weight of the package were to rise to more
than 5Kg.
With respect to the air valve, in the HCL description above, two types of valve are mentioned as being offered, the
“Schrader (tyre) valves or oral inflation valves”. The oral inflation type of valve is what HCL call a roll-in valve with its
own cap for sealing (as used on children’s swimming aids). The advantage of this type is that it allows easy oral inflation;
although they have had reports that they can be unreliable. HCL think a better option is to specify a Schrader valve, remove
the core and use the dust cap to achieve the seal.
One final point. Please bear in mind that HCL would be prepared to make other sizes of seat bladders for other makes of
car, so give Malcolm Cox a call.
For more information (if there is any!) or to place an order, please contact Malcolm Cox, Hovercraft Consultants Ltd.,
Unit 43, South Hampshire Industrial Park, Totton, SOUTHAMPTON, SO40 3SA.
Tel:- 023 8087 1188 Fax:- 023 8087 1799 Email:- HCL_Duratank@Duratank.com , Website:- www.duratank.com

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE WANTED – THE FOR SALE SECTIONS!
THE NA7C WANTEDS
David Wall is in need of a 1934 crankcase or complete engine
with a number in the region about M195000 to about M200000
so that he can complete the rebuild of his very first Austin Seven
after 40 years, as mentioned in “My First Austin 7”.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
THE NA7C FOR SALES

AUSTIN SEVEN
BOOKS
from
MARGARET MOTORS
BOOKSHOP
Bessingham, North Norfolk.

Mr David Wall, of Toad Hall, Hoveton, Norfolk, has a
1937 ARR Ruby for restoration or for the basis for a special at £800.

Currently have the following Austin 7 Books in stock:

The Austin Seven Manual
by Doug Woodrow - £43
The Austin Seven Source Book
by Bryan Purves - £30
Men & Motors of the Austin
by B. Sharratt - £25
Austin Seven Handbooks (Reprints)
various years - £5
Austin Seven Parts Books (Reprints)
various years - £5
Plus many other books on old cars
and related subjects.
Contact Henry and Jennifer Thorne.
01263 - 577366

Also, as you can see in the photo above, a beautiful and usable 1928 Austin Heavy 12 Fabric Saloon complete with
period picnic hamper and wind-up gramophone for those hazy lazy summer picnics!!! Contact David for further
details, at his workshop during the day on 01603-782353.
Mr Dick Applin still has quite a few Austin Seven Spares for sale, in order to clear space in his garage for his current
project, a Riley Special for use in hill climbs and other sporty type events. So please contact him on 01263-733626.
NA7C Member Paul Mitchel has passed on the information that Mr Pegg, of Dereham is having a clear out of 2nd hand
Whitworth spanners of various types & sizes. Tel: 01362-694688

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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ADVERTS FROM OTHER AUSTIN SEVEN CLUBS
From the Scottish Austin Seven Club September Meshing Point
FOR SALE: 1938Austin Big Seven “Forlite”.
MoT to April ‘08. Good lights, battery & tyres. Sale includes numerous valuable
spares including engine, gearbox, rear axle, pistons, shells, etc. £4300 or offers to
Trevor Crisp on 01988-700870.
Two Austin 7 wheels with chrome centres (size not known) to go to a good home,
they may be free. W & A Dunlop, Greentops, Auldgirth, Dumfries phone 01387
740510
WANTED:- Back issues of the A7CA (grey) magazine. Can anyone assist me in the acquisition of the following
issues:1972J ; 1973C ; 1973D ;1974A ;1978C ; 1979C and 2004A.Contact Gavin Boswell, email
boswellcircus@tiscali.co.uk or tel: 01324 562878.
Any open top Austin 7 (tourer or special) in any condition for restoration by new member. tel Jeff Morrison on 01324
710895
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
From the Austin Seven Owners Club’s September Magazine
FOR SALE
1929 Austin 7 Chummy, Maroon/Black, restored in the ’90s
and only done 700 miles since. In good condition, M.O.T. till
December. Moving abroad and hence must sell. £6,500.
Please contact Brian Harrison. 01362 637606 (Norfolk)
A7 1931 Box Saloon SWB. MOT and ready for show.
Reason for sale is lack of space. £4000. (see photo ) Tel:
020 8467 7026 (Bromley).
*****************************
WANTED:- Austin 7 Chummy Tourer with magneto engine. Must be correct and totally original and in showroom
condition with history. Please contact: Michael 02892 - 665398 after 7pm weekday or at weekend.
Early Austin 7 C Cab Van. Must be in mint, 100 points condition. I have now been looking/advertising for this van for the
past 10 years. Where is that good Austineer who has just spent the last 5 years in his garage doing a nut and bolt
restoration? I will pay mega-bucks for his finished pride and joy, which no doubt he will need to win back the lost love of
his long suffering, neglected wife who has now become a total stranger (or done a runner with the local Romeo) due to his
years of hibernation in his garage workshop. I have big cash waiting with a big elastic band around it. Please phone Jack
on 01992 893 649. (London)
Two Front Seats suitable for a 1927 A7 Chummy. email Michael Cooper at michaelcoope@gmail.com (note
no ‘r’ in email address.) (00 1) 416 763 0569 (Canada)
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
From the Dorset Austin Seven Club’s September Newsletter.
FOR SALE: 1934 Austin 7 AAK 4-SEAT TOURER: new hood/side screens, new upholstery, phoenix crank. £6,000. Tel:
Glyn on 01425-613080 or 07706994747
—————— \NA7C/ ——————
From the South Wales Austin Seven Club’s September Newsletter.
FOR SALE:- 1936 Austin 7 Nippy. Runs well (did the Normandy Invasion this year) & nice condition, long Tax 7 MOT.
Stuart Phillips. 01792-234605 (Swansea)
1927 Austin Heavy 12/4 Windsor Saloon (ex Stuart Phillips). Very good condition with fresh MOT & tax. £11,250. Rger
Pugsley. 07860-357-357.
WANTED:- Austin 7 Top Hat Saloon. Contact Ian Lyman, Kettering, Northants. 01536-516204 or 07743-751-101.
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

Austin 7 Spares For Sale.
Vince Leek, the well known Austin Seven enthusiast and Austin Seven Engineer has the following items for sale:Three Bearing Engine No. 251938. History is unknown. However, it is bored to +0.040” oversize with the bores showing
little sign of wear. All valve seats are good. I have run it and can confirm that it has quiet timing gears and good
compression. It would appear to be in a very good useable condition. The clutch is Borg & Beck. There are no ancillaries
fitted. Price £350.00. Tel. Vince Leek 01985-847658.
For RN Saloon:- Petrol tanks (2) Both repaired but sound £25 each - Bonnet Not seized and in good condition £50.
Window winders - both sides - good working order £7.50
For RUBY:- Front apron - Good condition £7.50. Radiators:- Choice of three from £20. Steering Wheels:- £15.
Petrol tanks:-. One serviceable £10. One repairable - free!. Cylinder heads:- High compression £75. Low
compression £5
Wheels:- 19” Solid wheel centres. Blast cleaned in primer. Build your own wheels. £10 each
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Crankcases:- Most types available from £45 depending on condition. Phone for details.
Rear axles:- Girling rear axle complete and ready to fit £400. Another less brakes but complete with CWP/half shafts etc
believed sound - £250. Various other axle cases incomplete, but several still have CWP from £50
Front axles:- Selection of front axles, most require attention to the eyes, but are repairable - from £25. Various front stub
axles/hubs From £5
Cylinder Blocks:- Selection of blocks…not all sleeved…£10 - £75 depending on condition and size.
Halfshafts:- Genuine original shafts limited quantity. Long…£50. Short…£50 but state 0.875” or 0.89” dia.
Various Other Spares:- 1930 DEL Dynamo Reconditioned £100. 1931 Rear facing Starter Motor Reconditioned £75.
Big Seven Dynamo Working OK £10. Big Seven Starter Motor Working OK £10
22FZ Bronze Updraught Carburettor Complete £75.
Dynamo Housings Coil type perfect condition £20 each. Minor damage cost less.
Crankshafts:- Original two bearing from £2 each. Three bearing from £5 each.
Two bearing crankshaft complete with rods in good serviceable condition £100
Mainly engine/gearbox parts but various electrical items including cut outs etc. Too many to list here.
Best to phone for details. All above plus carriage.
Phone Vince Leek 01 985 847658 (W) or 01 985 216632 (H)

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
RESTORATION, REPAIRS AND MODIFICATION REPORTS
We will be getting an update on how John Hazell’s Ulster Replica build is coming on in due course.
But in the meantime, I thought that I would bring you up to date with how
the Arrow restoration is going. In July, the rolling chassis and body
returned from David Wall, after having the aluminium rot repairs
completed and the bodywork prepared and undercoated.
I had planned on removing the repaired body from the chassis, in order to
get the chassis bead-blasted, painted and do all the fettling of the chassis,
before refitting the body to it. However, when I checked it closely, to see
how to remove the body, I found that there were two brackets on either
side, which went from the lower wooden frame of the body to the
underside of the chassis, where they were bolted on. However, because the
bolts holding these brackets to the woodwork, had their bolt heads between
the wood and the outer aluminium skin, I decided that if I loosened their
nuts I would never be able to re-tighten them again as I could not get at the
bolt heads with a spanner. So as I do not have a pit to get easy access
under the car, I decided to hoist it up and see where we went from there.
Tony Rose, who came over to have a look, suggested that I make up a
frame to hold it up, and as I just happened to have recently acquired some
old Dexian racking, I quickly bolted and welded one up. In order to be
able to move it about, I fitted a set of four old caster wheels, and I was in
business to be able to scrap away the old paint and rust,

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
BREAKDOWN OR HELP DIRECTORY.
The idea of this section is to list members who have offered to provide help in case of a breakdown (with your car that is not
your mind, unless it is to do with solving an Austin Seven related problem!!) or specialist tools for other club members.
Neil Smith, Nr. Wisbech, is willing to give breakdown help to any Austineer who may be in his area. He has a trailer and
so could recover you and your A7 home if need be. Neil also has a car body lifting jig available, for lifting the body from
the chassis, if anyone needs the use of it. Contact Neil on 01945- 420402. Mobile: 07956-004-036.
Thank you Neil for starting this section off. If any other members would like to volunteer their services for the benefit of
other NA7C Members please let me know and I will pass the information on to other members.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Appeal for old photos of your old cars in aid of good local charity.
At the recent East Anglian Austin Seven Trophy Event I was approached by Mrs Jean Gant with a request for photographs
old cars, which she uses to make greeting cards. These are sold at various events around East Anglia in order to raise money
for the East Suffolk Association for the Blind. So if you are having a clear out of your old photos, please send them along to
Jean at 1 Nutton Meadow, Old Newton, Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 4EQ. If you want your own cards made using
photos of your Austin Seven or other old car, then give her a call on 01449-673558

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
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Please note that the following FEHVC Newsletter(s) have been edited specifically to matters thought to be relating to the interests of
members of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club. If any member should want an unedited version please contact the NA7C Chairman.
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2007
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Secretary:

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu
Andrew Burt
Rosy Pugh
Jim Whyman
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Stogumber,
Taunton, TA4 3TU
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About FBHVC
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs exists to uphold the freedom to use old vehicles
on the road.
It does this by representing the interests of owners of such vehicles to politicians, government
officials, and legislators both in UK and (through membership of Fédération Internationale des
Véhicules Anciens) in Europe.
FBHVC is a company limited by guarantee, registered number 3842316, and was founded in
1988.
There are over 400 subscriber organisations representing a total membership of some 250,000 in
addition to individual and trade supporters. Details can be found at www.fbhvc.co.uk or on
application to the secretary. Subscriber clubs and organisations may reproduce the text of items
from this newsletter in their own publications provided that credit is given to FBHVC.
Photographs and cartoons may be reproduced only with specific permission. Those wishing to
reproduce items can receive the text by email to simplify production if they wish. Please ask the
secretary at admin@fbhvc.co.uk

Editorial
Your editor has personal experience of a couple of the topics in this edition. First, our TR8 has been laid up, SORNed and
only insured for ‘off-road’ since last October. We found no problems at all getting the insurance reinstated to road use, and
re-taxing the vehicle on line. However we should all be prepared for future difficulties - see Continuous Insurance.
Another potentially lethal hazard is tyre age, see Tyres - Warning. Having just bought a 3.5 ton motorhome and attended an
excellent course for beginners run by the Caravan and Camping Club, we were stunned to learn that tyres on these vehicles
should be changed after only five years (and motorhomes tend to do very low annual mileages). Our friendly local tyre
dealer confirmed this as well. We urge all clubs to pass on the warning about tyre age, it is not just relevant to large
vehicles.
UK LEGISLATION David Hurley
Changes at Department for Transport
The new Prime Minister’s re-shuffle sees a virtually new team going in to the Department for Transport. According to the
DfT website, only Tom Harris MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, remains from the old team. The new Secretary
of State for Transport is the Rt Hon Ruth Kelly MP, and replacing Stephen Ladyman MP as Minister of State for Transport
is the Rt Hon Rosie Winterton MP. Jim Fitzpatrick MP completes the political team at DfT as Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State. We are likely to be dealing with Rosie Winterton and Jim Fitzpatrick and will be introducing ourselves
to both in due course.
We cannot let the departure of Stephen Ladyman pass without comment: his brief term of office at DfT was as a breath of
fresh air. His statements and replies to questions were occasionally not to our liking, but - unlike some of his predecessors he was never dismissive and his decisions were always backed by solid reasoning that was free of the political smoke-screen
that is a characteristic of so many ministerial responses.
Off-Road Vehicle (Registration) Bill
Just as we closed for press in mid-July, we learned from DVLA that Graham Stringer MP has withdrawn this controversial
Private Members Bill following assurances from the Department for Transport that an inter-departmental review will be
undertaken to examine ways in which existing regulation may be employed to tackle the very real problems that Mr
Stringer’s Bill was designed to address. A pleasing and satisfactory victory for common sense.
Low Emission Zone for London
A report of 320 pages plus supporting documentation including the ‘Scheme Order’ bringing the LEZ into effect landed with
the secretary on 5 July. As already reported, the LEZ will start in February next year and applies only to commercial
vehicles. There is an exemption for those made before 1973. The Scheme Order suggests that owners of vehicles wishing to
take advantage of this exemption need to register with Transport for London while other items say otherwise.
(Anyone needing further information on this contact Jim B, NA7C Editor, for a photocopy of the explanation.)
Drivers’ Hours and Tachographs for historic vehicles
(Anyone needing further information on this contact Jim B, NA7C Editor, for a photocopy of the explanation.)
Number Plates
A new consultation on proposals to tighten up regulations on the supply of number plates was published at the beginning of
July and is being studied. This will provide FBHVC with another opportunity to highlight the anomaly whereby an original
number plate on (say) a late 1970s car cannot be replaced on a like-for-like basis. The original is perfectly legal, but an
identical replacement made now would be illegal because of the ‘standard font’ rules.
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Paint
DEFRA has been in touch to confirm that it is still working on proposals for a licensing scheme to authorise the continued
sale of non-compliant vehicle refinishing products.
EU LEGISLATION (Extracts from FIVA’s regular update provided by its lobbying service, EPPA)
Blind spot mirror concerns resolved by European Parliament
(Anyone needing further information on this contact Jim B, NA7C Editor, for a photocopy of the explanation.)
MEPs concerns over End-of-Life Vehicles Directive implementation
The European Parliament has said that there are wide differences in the implementation of the End-of-Life Vehicle Directive
across the EU and has called on the Commission to address the matter. The Commission has recognised some failings and
said that a review due to end in 2009 could lead to significant changes designed to address the concerns. FIVA will be
watching.
FIVA to examine proposals to ban incandescent domestic lightbulbs
The European Lamp Companies Federation (ELCF) is currently working with the European Commission in preparation for a
EU Regulation which is intended to ban from sale all traditional incandescent domestic lightbulbs from 2015. The concern
is that this will have a knock on effect for traditional vehicle bulbs. The ELCF is aware that the anticipated measures may
prove difficult for some users. ELCF has asked FIVA to provide it with the range of fittings and wattages and voltages used
in historic vehicles in order to identify if there is a problem, and then how to solve it.
European parliament starts its examination of the Fuel proposal
The first stage discussions on the fuels proposal (see issue 2/2007) have led to calls by the rapporteur for fuel producers to
reduce the life-cycle carbon emissions of their products and to criticism by the Green Group of the proposal to increase the
vapour pressure limit to allow higher blends of ethanol in fuels on the grounds that it will increase emissions of volatile
organic compounds. Amendments have not yet been tabled to the proposal.
ALL PARTY PARLIAMENTARY HISTORIC VEHICLE GROUP (APPHVG)
Andrew Burt, Geoff Smith and David Hurley attended a meeting of the All Party Parliamentary Historic Vehicle Group in
June where they joined Lords Montagu, Steel and Cope and MPs Greg Knight, Kelvin Hopkins and Robert Goodwill.
Topics discussed included the Off Road Vehicle (Registration) Bill (see page 2 - it was reported that Dr Ladyman had
spoken strongly against the Bill); the implications of the Low Emission Zone for London; the difficulty of engaging with the
Treasury on the subject of returning the Vehicle Excise Duty exemption to a rolling date; confusion due to partial
implementation of drivers’ hours regulations.
Greg Knight will be attending the informal dinner following the FBHVC committee meeting at Beaulieu on 7 September
where the guest speaker will be MEP Timothy Kirkhope.
DVLA Sandy Hamilton
Our mid-May meeting covered a substantial agenda and a number of outstanding issues were resolved. This area of DVLA
is in the midst of a reorganisation involving a physical move to other buildings but fortunately our contacts remain virtually
unchanged and thus continuity will be preserved.
V765 Scheme
Several deferred cases were discussed, and it was evident that in those cases relying upon historical or period/archive
information, rather than the old Registration Authority records, that accurate and concise presentation is crucial to achieving
a positive response. The officers in DVLA, while sympathetic and keen to assist, have neither the time nor the background
to read and absorb a plethora of copied historic documentation relating to events dating back, say, 70 years or more in the
past. It is a great help to the Agency to summarise the salient points in a concise, logical and dateline annotated manner.
Fortunately these more complex applications are in a minority but the discussions they raised enabled us to reach an
understanding with DVLA that they will at least consider positively such applications that rely upon period or archive
information. Each case will be considered upon its merits and will not set a precedent. I am always able to advise upon the
merits of more complex cases and their presentation - contact me via the secretary.
Vehicle Inspections
Following my comment in the last Newsletter I continue to hear of DVLA inspections required following discrepancies
notified during MoT testing. As most vehicles in regular use have completed at least one computerised test, the cases
mainly involve recently recommissioned vehicles. The majority are resolved promptly. DVLA takes a pragmatic approach
especially when a vehicle has a continuous registration history and they do understand that transcription errors occur.
I continue to be amazed by owners who fail to help DVLA to help them. I cannot stress strongly enough the need to present
a vehicle for inspection with the chassis number clearly visible. It is utter madness to attend with a missing plate where one
should normally be fixed. Those older vehicles that may have their numbers in obscure places should have this explained to
the inspector. If owners are unable to be present personally, they should make sure their deputy is informed or that a written
guide is provided. Inspectors are trained in current practices to assist them in identifying vehicle crime, they cannot be
expected to know the idiosyncrasies of each and every historic vehicle, in many cases not just older than them but older than
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their parents. Owners unhappy with the outcome should make sure they keep a log of dates, times and people involved, and
no-one should ignore or fail to respond to official letters.
We will continue to support those who have a genuine case and will do our utmost to assist in reaching a satisfactory
outcome but there will be little sympathy for those who fail to observe basic procedures.
V5C Exchanges
I had also been advised of difficulties experienced by owners seeking to exchange V5 documentation for new V5C
certificates. It seems that most of these problems are confined to vehicles that have been off the road for at least 20 years,
have remained in the same ownership and where there has been no need to alter any particulars. Confusing information had
been obtained from phone and internet helplines as well as a Swansea Department returning a V5 tear off section stating that
the vehicle was not registered!
These cases will not be numerous and date back to a working procedure initiated in the 1980s and discontinued a few years
later. It in no way affects the validity of the registration of the vehicle but the record may not be evident upon a simple
enquiry. Some of the informants had their cases sorted by Local Offices who, without exception, were helpful and clued up;
after my intervention other cases were dealt with promptly and satisfactorily.
It is clear that, in common with other major organisations, DVLA has problems in training and retaining a constantly shifting
helpline ‘human resource’. It is inevitable that any enquiries that differ in the slightest manner from the norm will create
difficulty. My suggestion is that wherever possible a more complicated enquiry is taken to a Local Licensing Office where a
discussion can be held with the benefit of any documentation that is available.
Driving Licence Entitlements (particularly of concern for those over 70 years of age)
We discussed some cases where previously held entitlements had been dropped upon renewal either at age 70 or when
notifying a change of address. With the former it was usually due to a formal request not being made and lack of submission
of an appropriate medical certificate.
As from 1998 new applicants for categories B+E, C1/C1E/D1/D1E have been required to pass additional tests but holders at
that date were effectively ‘grandfathered’ until renewal. Technically, at age 70 licences expire and must be renewed every
three years thereafter but provided a medical certificate is submitted (not necessary for B+E) with the request DVLA will
renew these additional categories.
Other cases where motorcycle licence holders have complained that their entitlement has been dropped have been
investigated and invariably found to be due to the holder failing to submit their pass certificate within the relevant time
period. Formerly this was within 10 years of the test pass but this was subsequently reduced to three years and is now
further reduced to two years.
If an applicant can dig out an old licence showing that an entitlement was valid and properly notified DVLA will reinstate
but did advise that most appellants had discovered they had failed to submit their ‘pink slip’. Whether this was because of
euphoria at passing, memory failure or changed circumstances remains obscure; the only other method of reinstatement is to
submit to the considerably more expensive new testing regime.
CONTINUOUS INSURANCE
This note has been prompted by recent correspondence quoting claims by insurance companies that vehicles must be insured
at all times and that ‘laid-up’ cover can no longer be offered because the law requires continuity of insurance. Both claims
are a manipulation of the truth: the legislation on which the claims are based has not yet come in to force and, even when it
does, will not necessarily have the effect claimed.
At the end of 2004, the Department for Transport consulted on proposals to require and enforce continuous insurance. The
enforcement hinged on automated systems to compare the DVLA database with the Motor Insurers’ Database and to issue
penalties to keepers of uninsured vehicles unless those vehicles were SORNed. FBHVC received assurance that vehicles
that had been off the road since before the introduction of SORN would not be affected.
The Road Safety Act of 2006 (RSA) laid the foundations for such a scheme by means of Section 22 of the act which inserts
new sections 144A, 144B and 144C into the Road Traffic Act of 1988. The RSA does not specify a date on which these
new sections come in to force, but allows the government to introduce them by Statutory Instrument, and that has not yet
happened.
Section 144A starts off: If a motor vehicle … does not meet insurance requirements, the person in whose name the vehicle is
registered is guilty of an offence The remainder of the section defines how such requirements might be met.
Section 144B is headed Exceptions to section 144A offence and lists acceptable reasons for non-compliance, such as where
the registered keeper has sold the vehicle, the vehicle has been stolen etc. and includes at subsection 5 the situation where: at
the relevant time the vehicle is not used on a road or other public place, and the registered keeper has complied with the
relevant requirements under subsection (7)(a) below …
Subsection (7)(a) says: Regulations may make provision … requiring a person … to furnish such particulars and make such
declarations as may be prescribed.
We expect that government will consult on regulations under this section to require continuous insurance for vehicles that
are not SORNed. We feel it is unlikely that the new provisions will come in to force before such regulations are prepared.
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There is, incidentally, a sting in the tail of Section 144B in subsection 9 which says:
A person accused of an offence under section 144A of this Act is not entitled to the benefit of an exception conferred by or
under this section unless evidence is adduced that is sufficient to raise an issue with respect to that exception; but where
evidence is so adduced it is for the prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the exception does not apply.
That is to say that you’re guilty unless you can produce at least some evidence to support a claim of innocence - so it is
becoming ever more important to keep records.
TYRES - WARNING!
Her Majesty’s Coroner for Manchester wrote to FBHVC just after the last newsletter went to press and many will have seen
this topic on our website - it is an important matter and we urge clubs to pass the warning on to their membership if they
have not already done so.
The letter concerned an accident that took place last year in which the driver of an H registered MG B lost his life when a
rear tyre burst on the M56. The driver was a skilled mechanic and a careful and experienced driver who was not travelling
particularly fast at the time. The car was described by police as being maintained in excellent condition. The surviving
passenger said that just before the accident the driver had commented that a ‘tyre wobble’ had developed and he was going
to ‘drive through it’. The wobble went briefly, but then the tyre burst, causing the car to spin, clip a kerb and flip over.
Subsequent investigation showed that although hardly used the tyre was 25 years old. It was one of a set of “as-new tyres”
and wheels bought at an autojumble the previous year for use for show purposes (at the time of the incident the car was on
its way to an event at Oulton Park).
This note appeared in the Newsletter for December 2003 following a suggestion that tyre dating may become a feature of the
MoT: …the Vehicle Standards and Engineering Division at the Department for Transport [has advised us] that although
most tyres already carry dates of manufacture in their side-walls, there are no plans to implement regulations to check such
dates at the annual MoT test. DfT would, of course, change their mind if tyre failure due to age became a significant cause
of accidents.
The British Rubber Manufacturers Association suggests that if a tyre is six years old and remains unused it should not be
put into service. It also suggests that in ideal conditions tyres may have a life expectancy of 10 years.
The moral of the story is not to wait for legislation, but to make sure your own tyres are in good condition, never to use
undated or obviously old second hand tyres however good the tread and never to ignore a ‘tyre wobble’.
NOTTS POLICE INJUNCTION
There has been widespread publicity in the Midlands for the unprecedented County Court Injunction obtained by
Nottinghamshire Police to prevent: five or more motor vehicles from congregating together, driving in convoy or racing
each other on the highway who by their conduct make excessive noise, cause danger to road users or risk injury or risk
damage to property.
Unfortunately, some reporting has omitted the all important part from the word who onwards and simply said the injunction
is to stop five or more vehicles getting together or driving in convoy. FBHVC has had several calls asking if this means that
club nights and road runs in Nottinghamshire are now illegal.
The new injunction is effective throughout the county. A similar injunction was obtained by Nottinghamshire Police some
time ago, but this related only to specific parts of the City of Nottingham where this problem was particularly acute.
Unfortunately, instead of stopping the problem, the city injunction simply displaced it to other parts of the county.
We have had a categoric assurance from Inspector Sean Konsek that the injunction has no effect on traditional club activity.
He explained that the injunction is designed to make it easier for police to act against nuisance ‘boy-racers’ whose so-called
cruising antics pose a serious danger to other road users as well as causing distress to residents of areas affected. When we
asked him why the police found it necessary to seek such an injunction rather than using existing powers, Inspector Konsek
explained that the civil law penalties for breaching an injunction (such as vehicle confiscation) are a greater deterrent than
the criminal penalties (likely to be limited to a fine and licence points) that would follow conviction for driving offences and the burden of proof required to establish a breach of the injunction is lower than that needed for a criminal conviction.
HERITAGE - The Car Project
A new English Heritage (EH) project is exploring the impact of the motor car on people and places from the earliest days of
motoring in the 1890s to the present day. It is looking at how the world around us was adapted for cars and how a whole
new range of building types evolved to meet the needs of cars and their drivers, including garages, filling stations, car
showrooms, car and coach building factories, car parks, motels and roadside cafes.
Older garages, showrooms and filling stations (in particular) are disappearing rapidly and this is where EH would welcome
help from historic vehicle enthusiasts, so car clubs are asked to pass this on to their members. EH would be delighted to
hear from anyone knowing of any buildings in any of the categories mentioned above. EH have already made many
discoveries but are sure that there must be many more interesting survivals yet to be found. Little work has been carried out
to identify and record these buildings in the past and the EH survey will enable their significance to be better appreciated.
Unfortunately, this survey only covers England and only those buildings connected with the motor car, rather than buses,
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commercial vehicles or motor-cycles. While buildings dating from before 1940 are of special interest, the pace of change is
such that any pre-1970 buildings that are still in substantially original condition may be worth mentioning.
The best way of communicating with the project researchers is by e-mail, and photographs attached to e-mails are very
welcome provided they are of low resolution. The material sent to EH will help them to plan an extensive programme of
fieldwork to visit and record the most interesting examples. The findings will be published in a book.
The researchers are John Minnis and Kathryn Morrison whose e-mail addresses are john.minnis@english-heritage.org.uk
and kathryn.morrison@english-heritage.org.uk. Their address, for those lacking e-mail facilities, is English Heritage,
Brooklands, 24 Brooklands Avenue, Cambridge CB2 8BU.
VED HISTORIC VEHICLE EXEMPTION
There has been no reply from the Treasury to our request for a return to a rolling date for the VED exemption (sent in April).
Perhaps that is hardly surprising given the recent game of musical chairs in Whitehall. There are now new faces at the
Treasury and a further effort will be made later in the year when the new team has had a chance to settle in.
Meanwhile, however, it is worth noting that the government did respond (negatively) to the on-line petition we reported in
the last couple of issues. The substantive part of the response from Mr Blair’s Downing Street follows and is consistent with
the reaction we have had when we have tried to raise this issue before.
The Government is committed to using Vehicle Excise Duty as a means of bringing environmental factors into consideration
when people choose to take ownership of a car. Vehicle Excise Duty also helps to support the Government’s wider policy
objectives by providing a valuable source of revenue from which important public services may be funded. The Government
recognises that many historic car owners would have been disappointed when the 1998 Budget decision was made to freeze
the rolling 25 year exemption at 1973. However, the Government continues to judge that in the light of its environmental
focus for Vehicle Excise Duty it would be inappropriate to extend the exemption at this point in time.
EVENT ENTRY DOCUMENTS
Following concerns earlier in the year that some organisers are still expecting entrants to events to sign declarations that
contravene Section 2 of the Unfair Contract Terms Act of 1977, we have heard that some other organisers are demanding
that entries should be accompanied by copies of registration documents, MoT certificates, driving licences and/or insurance
certificates. One correspondent was concerned at the risk that such copies could fall into the wrong hands and then be used
for inappropriate purposes.
FBHVC can see little reason for a club to see a copy of driving licence, insurance certificate, V5C or MoT. Any club that
calls for these items is, by implication, taking at least some of the responsibility for ensuring that those taking part in their
event are ‘legal’. Whilst we can understand the desire of organisers to make sure that everything is above board, it is
sometimes wiser to leave responsibility for compliance with the law to the individual participant by simply getting him/her
to sign an appropriately worded declaration.
If anything goes wrong, and (for instance) the person checking the insurance document has missed an exclusion in the small
print, the organisers share some of the responsibility because they have taken it on themselves to check the document. If
they seek only the written confirmation of the entrant that the vehicle is legal, and that he/she is qualified, competent and
insured to drive it, all responsibility remains with the entrant.
While it is difficult to see how photocopies of documents could be used for fraudulent purposes, there is always a risk and
any event organiser who requests such copies should ensure they are shredded or burnt, rather than just dumped, when they
are no longer required.
FBHVC ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION
The committee has considered the comments received during the consultation period. The articles that will be proposed for
adoption at the EGM in October will form part of the formal notice for that meeting and will be sent to subscriber club main
contacts during August.
(Anyone needing further information on this contact Jim B, NA7C Editor, for a photocopy of the explanation.)
FBHVC EGM, AGM, COMMITTEE ELECTIONS and CONFERENCE
The meetings: Instead of being reproduced in this newsletter, as originally planned, the formal notices for the
Extraordinary General Meeting and the Annual General Meeting are being sent separately to subscriber club nominated
main contacts early in mid-August. The annual report and accounts and agenda for the AGM showing details of those
standing for election will not be available until mid-September, but will also be sent automatically to nominated main
contacts. This second mailing will include catering details. Copies of both documents will be sent to others on request.
Please ask the secretary - a self-addressed C5 envelope stamped at the normal rate would be appreciated for each document
requested.
(Anyone needing further information on this contact Jim B, NA7C Editor, for a photocopy of the explanation.)
MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
We are delighted that the MG Octagon Car Club has rejoined the Federation and extend a warm welcome to the East Anglia
Lotus Club, the Newbury MG Owners Club, the Exeter British Motorcycle Club, the Giulia 105/115 Register of the Alfa
Romeo Owners Club, Micro Maniacs and Shoney’s American Cars all of whom have joined recently.
FBHVC INSURANCE SCHEME
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Willis, the Federation’s liability facility brokers, would like to remind clubs that since the 1 February renewal date, the
previous Critical Safety Parts exclusion under the policy has been changed to include the Supply of Critical Products, but
not their manufacture.
Sale or supply of motor vehicles, motorcycles or trucks is still excluded, as is the supply of wheels or tyres. The Insurers,
AIG, will consider cover for the manufacture of some parts. Each enquiry will, naturally, be treated on its own merits.
If you have any queries, please direct them to the Willis team in Bolton, either Phill Hayes or Daniel Fidler, telephone
numbers 01204 556225 or 01204 556271.

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
EVENTS CALENDAR
Club Night Meetings for a Noggin and Natter at the Parson Woodford Pub, Weston Longville, on the evenings of the third
Tuesday of the month; namely 18th September, 16th October and 20th November.
Friday 26th October. The East Anglian Motoring Quiz 2007. The annual extravaganza of motoring knowledge which was
initisted by the SCCoN several years ago, this years to be organised by the KLDMC at the William Burton Centre, West
Winch, just off the A10, 3 miles south of Kings Lynn, starting at 7.45 for 8pm. Entry fee per team of 4 will be £10 (which
the NA7C will pay for their team(s) as they are representing the club). Please contact Jim B if you wish to join in a jolly good
evening.

The December Dinner will be held at the Parson Woodford on the evening of Tuesday the 11th
December. In 2005 we had 40 members happily tucking into the carvery and creating a convivial
atmosphere. In 2006 we had 59 diners and a good array of prizes donated for the raffle draw. So
please make a note of the date on you calendar and return the booking slip promptly when you
receive them in the near future and join us for a jolly evening.
The Annual General Meeting will take place at the Parson Woodford on the January Club Night
on the 15th January. As well as the report on this year’s activities, there will be some important
changes taking place in the way the club is run, so please make a note to come along and join in
the discussion about the club’s future and voting for a new committee, after all it is YOUR
CLUB, and it has been set up and run for YOUR BENEFIT. –

As Confucius once said,
“PLEASE REMEMBER THAT IF YOU DO NOT PUT ANYTHING
IN,
THEN YOU CANNOT EXPECT TO GET ANYTHING OUT!”

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
SIGNING OFF

And Finally
I hope that you really have

Best Wishes Jim

B

—————— \NA7C/ ——————
Notes:
1. The articles, photographs and views expressed and printed in the NORFOLK NA7TER are for the sole use of NA7C members and their readership and
must not be printed or reproduced in any other way without the express written permission of the NA7C appointed representatives.
2. The views expressed in the articles appearing in ‘NORFOLK NA7TER’ are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the club, committee or
the editor. It maybe necessary to condense or alter some of the articles submitted for publication to meet with the space available, the editor apologises
in advance if this is unavoidable.
3. The logo of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club and the title of this news letter “NORFOLK NA7TER” is protected by copyright and cannot be reproduced
without permission of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club
4. Data Protection Act 1998. The information contained in the Membership application form will be recorded electronically for the purposes pertinent to
the running of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club. In order to keep the Chassis register of surviving cars produced by the Austin Seven Clubs Association up
to date, details of members car(s) will be forwarded to A7CA Registrar from time to time, though the names and addresses of the car owners will not be
included.
5. The N.A.7.C is a member of the Austin Seven Clubs Association and the Federation of British Vehicles Clubs.
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Norfolk Austin Seven Club,
30 St Edmunds Road, Acle, Norwich, NR13 3BP.
Tel: 01493-750805
E-mail: jb.na7c@tesco.net

THE DECEMBER CLUB DINNER 2007
Tuesday 11th December. At the Parson Woodforde Pub
Meet at 7.30p.m. for 8.0p.m. start.
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

Meet Our Guest of Honour,
The First President of the Norfolk Austin Seven Club

Wing Commander Ken Wallis, MBE.
—————— \NA7C/ ——————

Menu
All you can eat Carvery of
Turkey and beef (well done & rare) with vegetables,
Or a choice of vegetarian alternatives from the menu board.

Followed by a choice of three deserts (1 hot & 2 cold),
coffee and chocolates
£14 per person.
(Please Note that the pub’s normal price for this meal is £14.95,
but we have got a discount for our members! Happy Chrimble!!)

There will be a raffle draw, after the dinner,
to raise funds for the Club’s Coffers –
all contributions will be greatly appreciated.
Please let me know by returning the cut-off slip below, together
with the payment, to me, at the club night on Tues 20th November
Or by post by 30th November at the latest –
I look forward to seeing you for another enjoyable evening.
Best wishes
Jim B
……………………………………………………………………………….
NA7C DECEMBER CLUB DINNER BOOKING SLIP
NAME(S): ……………………………………………………….
Number of places :…………
Attached Payment Total= ……………
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